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Business-Minded Governments, and Development Finance 

 

Abstract: The literature on conditionality in development finance has found that borrowers 

of greater geopolitical significance can extract more favorable loan terms with fewer policy 

conditions. China’s behavior as a new source of development finance, however, forces us 

to amend this logic. While the Bretton Woods organizations and Western bilateral aid 

agencies have usually been concerned with loan repayment and recipient country 

governance, China also integrates its own export and resource security interests into its 

development finance regime. This leads to new types of loan conditions, such as tying 

loans to the use of domestic contractors and sometimes backing these loans with 

commodities. Using new data on China’s resource-backed loans to Africa from 2000 to 

2016, I find that tied loans and especially resource-backed loans are less likely to be used 

with diplomatic partners; indeed, Chinese construction contractors are found to be more 

effective in promoting diplomatic goals when they do not receive project-specific credit 

from the Chinese state. However, China’s loan conditions are positively associated with the 

borrower’s commercial importance, especially when corruption poses a risk to commercial 

interests. This finding updates our understanding of conditionality in development finance 

to a new era. 

Data availability: Some data used in this paper were graciously provided to the author by 

the China-Africa Research Initiative at the School of Advanced International Studies of 

Johns Hopkins University. Inquiries regarding the data should be directed to Dr. Deborah 

Bräutigam at dbrautigam@jhu.edu.  

 

It has traditionally been found to be the case that diplomatically and strategically 

important countries have more leverage at the bargaining table and thus receive fewer conditions 

from the IMF and World Bank (Mosley, 1987; Dreher and Jensen, 2007; Stone, 2008; Kilby, 

2009). The logic involved is fairly clear: policy conditions such as balanced budgets increase the 

likelihood that creditors are repaid, but are likely to strain diplomatic relations between creditor 
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nations and the recipient country, and may in the short term weaken the recipient economically 

as well. These costs may be acceptable to creditors in some cases, but not when the borrower is 

an ally or important diplomatic partner. In this paper, I add a dimension to this finding by 

focusing on the increasingly important case of China as an official lender. China also faces the 

well-known trade-off between repayment and diplomatic relations, but also integrates its own 

resource security and construction-sector export interests into its development finance regime to 

a much greater degree than the Bretton Woods institutions have in recent years. These 

commercial interests have led China to adopt modalities of financing which do not resemble 

those of established Western donors. For example, China ‘ties’ loans to the use of domestic 

contractors and sometimes collateralizes loans with commodities, both practices which have 

been phased out by Western states. These practices have led to jubilation among optimists such 

as Moyo (2009), who appreciate China’s emphasis on ‘business’ over ‘aid’; and consternation 

among pessimists such as then-U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, who in a March 8, 2018, 

speech in Addis Ababa stated that China’s ‘financing models are structured in a way that the 

country, when it gets into trouble financially, loses control of its own infrastructure or its own 

resources through default’ (U.S. Dept. of State, 2018).  

This controversy is of great consequence to international development and demands 

rigorous empirical analysis. In this paper, I address the question of why China’s development 

finance strategies are so different through a revamped theory of conditionality. I argue that 

neither the optimistic nor the pessimistic extreme is totally accurate; instead, Chinese strategies 

represent rational responses to risks and rewards as filtered through a bargaining process, and as 

such share a common logic with the strategies of international financial institutions and Western 

bilateral agencies. More specifically, I conceptualize the tying of loans to the use of Chinese 
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contractors and loan collateralization with commodities as ‘conditions’ comparable to the more 

familiar policy conditions imposed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank. 

These new, unabashedly commercially oriented conditions share Western-style conditions’ 

incompatibility with lender diplomatic interests, but are used more often for commercially 

important borrowers. Perhaps more surprisingly, Chinese construction firms winning open bids 

without explicit state backing constitute a more recipient-friendly alternative to condition-laden 

loan packages; these are positively associated with diplomatic alignment, but do not guarantee 

commercial interests in risky environments to the same degree as tied and resource-backed loans. 

These findings underpin a new theory of conditionality for an era of greater diversity in 

development finance. In this article, I present preliminary evidence for this new theory using new 

data on China’s activities in Africa, a focal point of global development finance. 

I proceed in five parts. First, I include a background section detailing the bargaining 

model of conditionality in the Western context, how China is different, and China’s specific tools 

of financing which are under-theorized in the literature to date. Second, I proceed to an outline of 

the theory with specific hypotheses; third is a section on data and methods. Fourth is results and 

analysis, before a final section for concluding thoughts. 

I. Background and Literature Review 

This section is divided into three parts. First, I review what is known about how foreign 

policy interests interact with conditionality in development finance, with a special focus on the 

IMF and World Bank, on which much research has focused. Second, I introduce China’s foreign 

policy interests, especially those which might differ from the interests enumerated in the existing 

literature. Third, I outline China’s different modes of financing and how they can be connected 

to the idea of conditionality. 
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A. The West: Existing Theories of Conditionality 

Loans from Western official bilateral lenders and institutions like the World Bank often 

come with strings attached. Since the 1980s and especially since the end of the Cold War, the 

‘good governance’ agenda has played a leading role in Western bilateral and multilateral lending 

strategy. Perhaps best captured by then-World Bank President James Wolfensohn’s 1996 speech 

on the ‘cancer of corruption,’ Western official actors have taken great interest in the role of clean 

institutions in development (Wolfensohn, 1996). This has involved a deep commitment to the 

practice of policy conditionality, which Mosley (1987) defines as ‘a set of changes in economic 

policy that the recipient must implement in return for a loan or grant’ (1). Typically, this involves 

liberal market-oriented policy measures such as trimming budget deficits and maintaining capital 

mobility. While some of these measures are consistent with a mandate to fight corruption, others 

such as balanced budgets and restrictions on capital controls also minimize the risk of losses to 

creditors, an especially important consideration in countries with histories of misappropriation 

and mismanagement (Woods, 2007). 

Conditions may decrease the risk of default, but a substantial body of work indicates that 

donors have a higher risk tolerance when dealing with friendly or strategically important 

countries. Mosley (1987) frames conditionality as the outcome of a ‘bargaining process’ in 

which recipients with greater bargaining power will receive fewer conditions. Poorer countries 

with current account deficits tend to receive more conditions, as do those with histories of 

default. Geostrategically important countries, on the other hand, can often leverage their intrinsic 

significance into a less conditional loan package (Mosley, 1987, p.14; see also Mosley, Harrigan, 

and Toye, 1991). Dreher and Jensen (2007) find that countries which vote more often with the 

United States in the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) receive fewer conditions as part 
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of IMF packages; Stone (2008) finds that General Assembly voting alignment is actually a 

weaker predictor than receiving aid from the United States. Dreher, Sturm, and Vreeland (2015) 

follow up with the finding that United Nations Security Council (UNSC) members also receive 

fewer conditions from the IMF. Kilby (2009) applies the same logic to the World Bank, finding 

that enforcement of World Bank conditionality is weaker for countries which vote more often 

with the United States at the UN General Assembly. Most of these studies exploit differences 

across countries, but Bermeo (2016) uses a difference across time to study bilateral aid: she finds 

that aid was correlated with autocracy among US-friendly dictatorships during the Cold War, 

implying a certain lack of adherence to good-governance conditions, but that this effect mostly 

disappeared in the less geostrategically tense environment of the 1990s and 2000s. 

 Conditionality serves lender interests in securing repayment, but important diplomatic 

partners or countries of geostrategic significance may receive a pass. This focus on the balance 

between repayment and foreign policy goals explains part of China’s development finance 

behavior, but as we shall see, China has other interests which matter as well. 

B. China: A New Set of Interests 

China is different from the West in two ways that have significant bearing on its 

approach to development finance: a higher degree of vulnerability to trends in the global 

economy, and a more state-led domestic political economy. Historically, most major 

development lenders have been wealthy, democratic countries, meaning that their economies are 

more able to withstand negative shocks, and that leaders who lose power due to poor economic 

performance have little to fear from life after retirement. China is neither developed nor 

democratic, and its leaders have much more to lose from a major economic shock. Sutter (2016) 

elaborates the Chinese leadership’s overarching goals: 
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[…] Chinese leaders continue to share certain overarching 

objectives: 

• They seek to perpetuate their power and avoid the fate of 

the Soviet Union and other Eastern European communist 

regimes. 

• They pursue territorial unification and integrity, especially 

with Taiwan, and to a lesser degree, claims in the East 

China, South China, and Yellow Seas and claims regarding 

India. 

• They also seek to modernize China’s economic, 

technological, and military capabilities and improve social 

conditions while maintaining stability. (33) 

 

It is worth enumerating how ‘territorial unification’ and ‘[improving] social conditions’ 

relate to leadership survival, and by extension to foreign policy and development finance. 

‘Territorial unification and integrity’ often involves a focus on Taiwan, whose status is an 

unresolved legacy of the Chinese Civil War. Beijing views Taiwan as its own territory and 

regards cross-Strait reunification as a ‘core interest’ (核心利益). As of this writing, only 

eighteen countries still recognize the Republic of China on Taiwan, and a game of rival aid 

disbursements has resulted in the People’s Republic of China (PRC, or the ‘mainland’) peeling 

away Taiwan’s remaining diplomatic allies (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of China 

(Taiwan), 2018). Rigger (2011) sees this as part of the mainland Chinese government’s 

legitimacy, writing that ‘PRC leaders have turned the Taiwan issue into a yardstick by which 

their own performance is measured. No leader can afford to appear irresolute in protecting what 

the CCP [Chinese Communist Party] defines as a core interest of the Chinese nation’ (174). This 

need to appeal to popular support for a hardline stance on reunification directly influences 

foreign economic policy: research has found that diplomatic recognition of Taiwan leads to 

fewer Chinese grants and loans (Dreher et al., 2018) and even to fewer construction projects 

contracted to Chinese firms (Cheung et al., 2014). Mattlin and Nojonen (2015) write that this 
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constitutes a type of ‘political conditionality’ attached to Chinese loans. There are also indirect 

effects, especially regarding United Nations voting. Because of the Taiwan issue (as well as 

because of sensitivities regarding Tibet and Xinjiang), Beijing has historically placed great 

emphasis on principles of sovereignty and non-interference, leading to a certain coincidence of 

interests with many developing and particularly African countries with their own questions of 

internal unity. Beijing does not want international organizations looking into an African state’s 

internal problems any more than it wants them paying attention to China’s own issues, and 

strong voting alignment between China and African countries reflects this fact. Economic 

cooperation has long been a part of promoting this particular diplomatic interest (Eisenman, 

Heginbotham, and Mitchell, 2007; Shinn and Eisenman, 2012). 

This leaves ‘[improving] social conditions while maintaining stability’ as the Chinese 

leadership’s other principal means of maintaining power. China’s position in the global economy 

as the world’s ‘factory floor’ means that it is dependent on both foreign raw materials, of which 

it has little at home, and export markets for its manufactured goods. It is accepted conventional 

wisdom at this point that access to natural resources is a major part of China’s economic 

engagement in the developing world, particularly in Africa and Latin America (Zweig and Bi 

2005; Economy and Levi 2013). Dreher et al. (2018) find that oil production is correlated with 

non-concessional Chinese loans to Africa, and Cheung et al. (2012) make a similar case for 

Chinese FDI in Africa.1 Perhaps somewhat underappreciated is the parallel role of generating 

business for Chinese construction firms. China’s domestic infrastructure-building boom has 

facilitated the emergence of a large Chinese construction sector which has been encouraged since 

                                                      
1 ‘Non-concessional’ is here defined as having a grant element of less than 25 percent, as per OECD guidelines. 
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2004 to ‘go out’ (走出去) to seek business overseas. The ‘Going Out’ initiative to encourage 

firms to expand internationally has become much more important in the 2010s due to China’s 

own economic slowdown and saturation in the domestic construction market, as the government 

fears the effects of industrial-sector bankruptcies on domestic employment and social stability 

(Rolland 2017).  

So, territorial integrity (and especially the Taiwan issue) and economic interests both 

pose challenges to Chinese regime stability of a type not typically experienced by established 

donors. This leads us to the second pertinent difference between China and the developed world: 

the role of the state in the domestic political economy.2 Its banking sector is almost entirely state-

owned, as are the construction companies building numerous projects overseas. This opens up 

the possibility for development finance modalities to guarantee Chinese interests that are 

uncommon among established official development financiers.  

Indeed, China’s view of development finance is very different from that of most 

developed countries. Most Westerners conceptualize ‘aid’ as the domain of the state, while 

‘business’ belongs to the private sector. This idea is enshrined into the official policy of the 

developed-country Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which 

defines ‘overseas development assistance’ (ODA) as any official flow with a grant element of 

                                                      
2 Dietrich (2016) finds that among OECD donors, countries with more liberal domestic political economies (the UK, 

the US) more often avoid aid misappropriation in poorly governed countries by channeling it through non-

governmental organizations (NGOs), while countries with a stronger state role in the domestic economy (France, 

Japan) tend to work through the government regardless. China is more statist than any member of the OECD, and 

its financial techniques reflect this. 
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more than 25 percent and ‘other official flows’ (OOF) as official flows with grant elements less 

than this number. Loans at commercial interest rates are not even considered to be part of the 

picture.3 China makes no such distinctions. Lin and Wang (2014) conceptualize Chinese 

overseas development policy in four concentric rings: 1) overseas development assistance 2) 

other official flows; 3) loans on commercial terms; and 4) equity investment. The third and 

fourth items are not part of ‘aid’ as defined by the OECD, but China does not draw this 

distinction between aid and business. Some Chinese official sources also add construction and 

engineering contracting to the list, even when not explicitly backed by the Chinese state; for 

example, the China-Africa Economic Cooperation White Paper (2013) refers to these contracts 

as part of China’s contribution to African development (中华人民共和国国务院 [State Council 

of the People's Republic of China], 2013). Official Chinese documents eschew the use of terms 

like ‘aid’ and ‘donor’ and instead opt for terms like ‘economic cooperation’ (经贸合作), 

‘partnership’ (伙伴关系), and ‘mutual gain’ (互惠互利).4 This implies a more horizontal 

relationship between developing countries, as opposed to the more traditionally vertical 

relationship between donor and recipient. This is consistent with China’s aforementioned 

emphasis on sovereignty and non-interference, as well as with the fact that a domestic political 

economy in which the public and private spheres are not separate enables many policy 

instruments mixing the tools of government and business abroad. 

                                                      
3 ‘Grant element’ is calculated according to a standard formula based on criteria such as interest rate and payback 

period. For more detail, see Scott (2017). 

4 See, for example, 中华人民共和国国务院 [State Council of the People's Republic of China], 2010; 2013. 
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The next section details three of these instruments. The existing literature on aid 

conditionality effectively covers grants and low-interest loans; Mosley (1987) pointed out that 

even then, the World Bank as well as the American and British governments had mostly phased 

out official commercial-term lending (2). China issues grants and zero-interest loans, but I will 

instead focus on China’s less conventional instruments which are not as well covered by the 

literature. Namely, I focus on state-backed construction contracting, tied loans, and resource-

backed loans. 

C. China: A New Set of Financing Mechanisms 

For the purposes of this paper, I define a ‘condition’ as any de jure requirement of an 

economic agreement on the borrowing country. This includes the familiar macroeconomic policy 

conditions used by the IMF and World Bank, but China does not use these tools; after all, ‘non-

interference in internal affairs is part of China’s “brand” as a donor’ (Bräutigam 2009, p. 121). 

However, this does not mean that China uses no conditions. Differences between the following 

three prominent financing mechanisms reveal gradations in the degree of conditionality. 

i. Tied Loans 

In this scheme, a Chinese state-owned bank disburses funds directly to a Chinese 

contractor tasked with carrying out a project. The host government then repays the loan to the 

contractor with interest according to an agreed-upon timetable. Apart from the obvious intent to 

steer business toward Chinese contractors, this practice also manages governance risk in three 

ways. First, the bank serves as a backstop to contractors’ profits in case the borrower fails to 

repay. Second, the fact that no cash ever goes to the recipient government minimizes the risk of 

state misappropriation. Third, automatically granting projects to Chinese firms can avoid dicey 

bidding and subcontracting processes in countries with histories of kickbacks and embezzlement 
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by local firms (Kobayashi, 2008; Bräutigam, 2009, pp. 123-24). Toward these ends, Chinese law 

requires all official loans to be tied. More specifically, fifty percent of contract value must go to 

Chinese firms (中国进出口银行 [Export-Import Bank of China], 2000; Feigenbaum, 2017). 

This mechanism is very different from the West’s normal approach, and fits awkwardly 

with existing theories. First, OECD lenders and the World Bank as a matter of principle work 

through recipient Ministries of Finance, but impose policy conditions and oversee project 

financial management to mitigate the risks therein (Stiglitz, 2002; Woods, 2007). Second, since 

the 2005 Paris Declaration, the OECD has phased out the practice of tying aid over concerns that 

it inflates costs by favoring less competitive donor country firms over potentially more efficient 

local or third-country firms. The OECD itself estimated tied aid to inflate costs by somewhere 

between 10 and 30 percent, depending on the circumstances (Jepma, 1991). While there was 

early skepticism about compliance, the numbers to date are encouraging. As of 2015, the top 

three lenders tie 19.8% of loans (Japan), 0.0% (Germany), and 2.9% (France). The OECD-wide 

average is 18.2% (OECD, 2017). It is similarly telling that the United States and United 

Kingdom do not figure in the above list: both countries have completely eliminated loans as a 

part of their aid programs. The United States maintains its Export-Import Bank to back exporters 

on commercial terms, but the institution faces the threat of being abolished by Congress. Clearly, 

domestic political economies matter (Sy, 2015). 

Tying loans to Chinese contractors is a clear de jure condition of these deals; indeed, it 

may have long-term ramifications in the form of creating enduring demand for Chinese 

materials, replacement parts, and expertise specific to the projects built (Mattlin and Nojonen, 

2015). Next, I move to a type of financing which is even more conditional. 

ii. Resource-Backed Loans 
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These are the same as tied loans, but with an extra risk management mechanism making 

use of recipient country resource wealth. These loans take one of three forms. They can be: 1) 

repaid in commodities; 2) repaid in export proceeds of commodities routed through an escrow 

account; or 3) repaid in cash but collateralized with commodity reserves.  

Most obviously, this serves resource security motives. Gholz et al. (2017) point out that 

resource-backed loans do nothing to mitigate the risk of U.S Navy interdiction at the Strait of 

Malacca. However, history would indicate that oil shocks are much more likely to come from 

regional dynamics in the Middle East; resource-backed loans could serve to stabilize China’s 

energy prices in the event of a Middle Eastern crisis, or during peacetime via simply expanding 

global production.  

Perhaps less obvious is the fact that resource-backed loans act as additional insurance 

against non-repayment. Governments with questionable finances do not have to be counted upon 

to have money in the coffers to repay the loan (Bräutigam and Gallagher, 2014; Gallagher et al., 

2016, pp. 11-16; Landry, 2018). In 2007, future Export-Import Bank of China Chief Economist 

Wang Jianye wrote that:  

To finance projects that are expected to generate revenue or export 

earnings, through state financial institutions and enterprises China 

provides trade credit and commercial loans, often with repayment 

linked to the output of the projects (e.g., oil). This approach thus 

aligns debt financing with evolving repayment capacity. (21) 

In other words, countries which cannot afford to pay for infrastructure at present can afford to do 

so in the future through development of natural resource wealth, with Chinese assistance. Wang 

frames this in terms of simple financial ability to repay, but it applies equally well to doing 

business in countries with high risks of misappropriation of funds: being repaid in commodities 

gives a lender a degree of insulation from misdeeds in a borrowing country’s public finances. 
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However, this strategy is not without drawbacks. It trades the risks of dealing with a poor or 

corrupt country’s fiscal system for those of relying on resource production. Gallagher et al. 

(2016) and Landry (2018) fear that commodity price fluctuations and lower commodity outputs 

than forecasted could interfere with repayment schedules. To this, I add another factor: conflict. 

During peacetime, resource production is highly unlikely to cease, but conflict might force 

production sites to shut down.5 The decision between a resource-backed or purely cash-based 

tied loan arrangement ultimately involves a tradeoff between different kinds of risks: is China 

more concerned about governance and financial risks to repayment, or security risks to 

commodity production sites? 

Resource-backed financing is not totally new. Bräutigam (2009) points out that China’s 

first resource-backed loan deal was actually as a recipient of an infrastructure-for-coal deal with 

Japan in the 1970s (47). Japan and Korea still use this technique in more limited quantities, and 

Halland et al. (2014) write that it experienced a renaissance among Western private banks during 

the rush for Angola’s oil following the end of its civil war in the early 2000s.6 That being said, 

the technique is scarcely used by Western official bilateral lenders, and never by the IMF and 

World Bank. As such, it is not often treated by the development finance literature. Resource-

backed loans are the most conditional form of finance analyzed in this paper: not only do they 

require the use of Chinese contractors, but they also require a recipient to pledge part of its 

natural resource wealth. 

iii. Construction Contracting 

                                                      
5 There are obvious exceptions, such as the effect of low oil prices on output in contemporary Venezuela. 

6 Perhaps not coincidentally, China’s first outbound resource-backed loan was to Angola in 2004. 
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If tied loans and resource-backed loans are more conditional forms of development 

finance, then we should also include a less conditional modality. China often backs its 

construction contractors with tied loans, but not always. The majority is not directly funded by 

the state on a project basis—in Africa, from 2000-2015, only 26.7% of projects by value 

received tied loan funding.7 The others simply won project bids, as do construction firms 

worldwide. In fact, many Chinese construction firms are highly competitive. Wang (2007) writes 

that: 

[…] Chinese engineers and workers have been building large 

projects such as the Tanzania-Zambia railway since the 1960s. 

They have also gained experience in modernizing China’s own 

infrastructure. Their technology may be less capital-intensive and 

their labor and material costs tend to be lower than competitors in 

industrial countries, which gives them an edge in pricing and risk 

taking. Finally, access to substantial, long-term financing in China 

reinforces their competitive position. (21)  

China’s construction firms are adept at large infrastructure projects from their experience 

at home and, like many other Chinese manufacturers, are highly cost-competitive. Wang also 

alludes to the fact that many of them receive access to credit from state-owned banks at very low 

interest rates as part of China’s longstanding policy of financial repression.8 Chen and Orr (2009) 

and Bhaumik and Co (2011) find this to be a driving factor behind these contractors’ success 

overseas: routine low-interest financing combines with the fact that China is a low-cost country 

                                                      
7 Calculated based on loan disbursement figures from Atkins et al. (2017) and contract revenue figures from 

National Bureau of Statistics of China (2017). 

8 As a legacy of socialism, Chinese banks often loan to state-owned firms at very low interest rates, even when the 

risk of default is very high. Since these banks are state-owned, they are ultimately backed by taxpayer funds and 

can be instructed to take losses in the name of a higher purpose. See, for example, Lardy (2008). 
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to begin with to make Chinese construction firms highly competitive in international bidding. 

Cheung et al. (2014) further find that cheap credit gives the state a degree of leverage over these 

contractors, who normally would be more concerned with pure profit motives. In particular, they 

find that these firms are directed away from countries which recognize Taiwan, and toward those 

which vote more often with China at the United Nations General Assembly. 

These contracting deals are the least conditional type of financing explored in this paper. 

They are at their core basic business deals: a simple exchange of cash for goods and services. 

While the Chinese state can use firms’ demand for cheap capital and licenses to do business 

overseas to nudge them in certain directions, it is fair to say that it exercises less control than in 

instances where firms enter into formal agreements with state-controlled lenders like the Export-

Import Bank of China or the China Development Bank. These deals do not enforce any content 

requirements on recipients—they are results of host country bidding processes—and do not make 

any claims to natural resources. 

To summarize, freelance construction contracting is at the least conditional end of the 

spectrum among the methods of financing discussed in this paper, while the content requirements 

entailed in tied loans make them more conditional. Resource-backed loans include both Chinese 

content requirements and some degree of claim to a country’s natural resources, making them the 

most conditional of the three. These three policy options interact with China’s stated interests in 

the Taiwan issue, United Nations voting, resource security, and export promotion in ways that 

are sometimes consistent with the existing bargaining model of conditionality, and sometimes 

are not. 

II. Theory and Hypotheses 
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These interests can be integrated into a single theory of conditionality by identifying 

which of them can be connected to loan repayment. Interests that are not directly tied to loan 

repayment lead to less conditional terms. This is why diplomatic and geostrategic motives 

have traditionally been found to be correlated with fewer IMF and World Bank loan 

conditions—better to give important friends a pass than to be financially hard on them. In 

China’s case, this would mean using less conditional mechanisms (construction contracting) for 

important diplomatic partners, but not more conditional ones (resource-backed loans). This logic 

applies directly to general diplomatic purposes (especially UN voting), and with some 

adjustments to the Taiwan issue as well. Due to the sensitivity of the issue involved, diplomatic 

recognition of Beijing is generally considered to be a precondition for receiving Chinese 

financing. That being said, as early as the 1980s and 1990s, Chinese firms were able to do 

business in countries which recognized Taiwan, albeit without direct government support 

(Bräutigam, 2009, p. 62). More recently, official statistics record at least some construction 

contract revenue from every African country which recognized Taiwan, even after removing 

years in which they switched recognition to Beijing (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 

2017). It may even be that cheap construction projects are used as a carrot to build up a favorable 

image of China without taking the diplomatically delicate measure of extending direct credit. 

The relationship between the Taiwan issue and freelance construction contracting is 

indeterminate, but we expect a clear negative relationship with recipient recognition of Taiwan 

for more direct (and conditional) forms of support. 

Interests that are directly tied to loan repayment, on the other hand, actually lead to 

more conditional terms. Most obviously, this means loan repayment itself. The desire to 

guarantee repayment leads to more policy conditions for high-risk countries among Western 
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lenders, and project guarantees through state-backed credit for China. Commercial interests 

such as resource security and export facilitation also fall into this category. Tied loans mean that 

loan repayment benefits the bottom line of construction firms deemed important to maintain 

employment levels and prevent corporate bankruptcies. Loan repayment in commodities serves 

resource security interests. 

In many instances, China may be forced to require more than one of these motives at 

once, balancing risks against rewards. For example, building infrastructure in a corrupt but 

resource-rich country may facilitate commodity exports, but it might also come with substantial 

risk of default. This implies a likelihood of interactive effects between risk and reward. China 

can mitigate the risks of entering a poorly governed market through adding conditions to 

financing agreements, but is more likely to be willing to do so if there is a good reason (natural 

resource security). Or, alternatively, China can enter a well-governed resource-rich market 

without incurring the diplomatic costs of imposing more conditions, but cannot afford to do so in 

less well-governed resource-producing countries. 

This theory can be projected on to individual modes of financing to generate specific 

testable hypotheses. These can be considered individual observable implications of a broader 

theory: each test is a piece of evidence for or against the theory, but none can tell the whole story 

by itself (Brady and Collier 2004). All three modes of financing promote Chinese exports of 

machinery and construction business overseas; this is a constant. Variation comes from the other 

variables of interest. Table 1 presents a summary of the hypotheses, followed by the hypotheses 

written out in full form. 
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Construction contracting (unfunded by tied loans): least conditional 

C1. Diplomatic recognition of Taiwan will be uncorrelated with construction contracting 

unfunded by tied loans. 

C2. Diplomatic alignment with China at the United Nations General Assembly will be 

positively correlated with construction contracting unfunded by tied loans. 

C3. Measures of natural resource motives will be uncorrelated with construction contracting 

unfunded by tied loans. 

C4. Corruption will be uncorrelated with construction contracting unfunded by tied loans. 

 

Tied loans: moderately conditional 

T1. Diplomatic recognition of Taiwan will be negatively correlated with tied loans. 

T2. Diplomatic alignment with China at the United Nations General Assembly will be 

negatively correlated with tied loans. 

T3. Measures of natural resource motives will be positively correlated with tied loans. 

T4. Corruption will be positively correlated with tied loans. 

T4a. The positive correlation between corruption and tied loans will increase in the 

presence of natural resource motives. 

 

Resource-backed loans: most conditional 

R1. Diplomatic recognition of Taiwan will be negatively correlated with resource-backed 

loans. 

R2. Diplomatic alignment with China at the United Nations General Assembly will be 

negatively correlated with resource-backed loans. 

R2a. The negative correlation between UNGA voting alignment and resource-backed 

loans will be greater than that between UNGA voting alignment and tied loans not 

backed by resources. 

R3. Measures of natural resource motives will be positively correlated with resource-backed 

loans. 

R3a. The positive correlation between natural resource motives and resource-backed 

loans will be greater than that between natural resource motives and tied loans not 

backed by resources. 
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R4. Corruption will be positively correlated with resource-backed loans. 

R4a. The positive correlation between corruption and resource-backed loans will be 

greater than that between corruption and tied loans not backed by resources. 

R4b. The positive correlation between corruption and resource-backed loans will 

increase in the presence of natural resource motives. 

R4c. The interactive effect between corruption and natural resources will be stronger 

for resource-backed loans than for tied loans not backed by resources. 

 

III. Data and Methods 

I use a country-year panel dataset including all fifty-four states of Africa from 2000 to 

2015. Reliable data on resource-backed loans is now available from the China-Africa Research 

Initiative (Atkins et al., 2017), and findings from Africa should be generalizable to other low-

income countries far from China. This time period covers the rise of China as a development 

financier. Dreher and Fuchs (2016) show that Chinese outflows before 2000 were very low and 

did not fit patterns comparable to those seen today. 

Data on construction contract revenues is taken from the China Statistical Yearbook 

published by the National Bureau of Statistics of China (2017). Data on loans comes from Atkins 

et al. (2017) and Dreher et al. (2017). Because all of China’s loans are tied as a matter of state 

policy, I treat every observation in the dataset as a tied loan.9 

                                                      
9 Dreher et al.’s dataset includes three different types of debt financing: ‘Loan (excluding debt rescheduling)’, 

‘Strategic/Supplier Credit,’ and ‘Export credits.’ For most lenders, the difference between supplier’s credits and 

export (buyer’s) credits would be substantively important: supplier’s credits involve lending to a domestically 

based exporting firm, while buyer’s credits are extended to the importer, implying a degree of trust in the importer 

to repay. In China’s case, however, buyer’s credits are routed through Chinese firms’ subsidiaries in the recipient 

country, meaning the risk management mechanism is functionally the same as if the funds stayed with the 

contractor’s corporate headquarters in China. Also, 88.8 percent of debt financing by project value in the sample 
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 These two datasets are different in two ways of note. First, the Atkins et al. dataset 

includes disbursement figures, and so is comparable to the China Statistical Yearbook’s 

disbursement-denominated figures for contract revenues. The Dreher et al. data, on the other 

hand, is denominated in commitments and thus cannot be used for tests of contract revenues with 

or without tied loan backing. Second, the Atkins et al. data also includes a resource-backed loan 

variable; the Dreher et al. data does not. To address this second problem, I add resource-backed 

loans to Dreher et al.’s dataset according to the following methodology: 

1. All items mentioned as resource-backed in the ‘description’ section of the Dreher et al. 

dataset were coded as resource-backed. 

2. Past listings of resource-backed loans from Foster et al. (2009), Bräutigam and Gallagher 

(2014), Bräutigam and Hwang (2016), and Gallagher et al. (2016) were matched to 

projects in the Dreher et al. data. 

3. To check for potential missing observations, Google searches were conducted of recipient 

countries’ names alongside ‘China’ and, in succession, the terms, ‘resources,’ ‘resource-

backed,’ ‘commodity,’ ‘commodity-backed,’ ‘oil,’ ‘oil-backed,’ and ‘loan.’ 

 

This methodology leaves some areas of uncertainty, particularly when countries have received 

both resource-backed and conventional tied loan packages and it is difficult to ascertain which 

might have funded a given individual project. To deal with this issue, I code two separate 

variables for resource-backed loans: a ‘low’ scenario in which questionable items are not 

counted as resource-backed, and a ‘high’ scenario in which they are counted as resource-backed. 

The differences between the two scenarios are substantively moderate—resource-backed loans 

constitute 32.2% of the sample in the low scenario, as opposed to 36.2% in the high—but I run 

models on both scenarios side by side to minimize the risk of that these differences could 

materially skew the findings. The use of two scenarios derived from the Dreher et al. data as well 

                                                      
set falls under the general ‘Loan’ category, meaning not enough information is available to quantitatively test 

potential differences between supplier’s and buyer’s credits at this date. 
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as another data source from Atkins et al. provides a degree of insurance against the inherent 

uncertainty of using data regarding opaque funding organizations. If all three models yield 

substantively similar results, then we can be relatively confident in the conclusions.10 

The diplomatic variables of interests are recognition of Taiwan and United Nations 

General Assembly voting alignment. Data on recognition of Taiwan comes from Dreher et al. 

(2018). Because their sample only covers the years through 2013, research was carried out to 

ensure that no countries switched recognition in 2014 and 2015. Years in which countries 

switched recognition are coded as 0 to account for the fact that these years are often marked by 

economic packages from both sides as part of a bidding process. Data on UNGA voting 

alignment with China comes from Voeten, Strezhnev, and Bailey (2017).11 As a control, I 

include rotating membership on the United Nations Security Council. Dreher, Sturm, and 

Vreeland (2015) find that UNSC members receive fewer conditions from the IMF; this may 

imply overall diplomatic alignment with the United States (and against China). 

I employ two measures of natural resource interests: annual oil production per the United 

States Energy Information Administration (2017) and commodity exports to China (UNCTAD, 

2017).12 These measure slightly different aspects of resource security. Production measures 

resource security as mediated through global prices, while exports reflect a more direct concern 

of actual supplies to China. As a control, I also include total imports from China. This is 

                                                      
10 More information about methodology and coding decisions is available upon request. 

11 Following Dreher et al. (2018), I use the agree3un variable, which treats abstentions as half-agreements. 

12 ‘Commodities’ are defined using UNCTAD’s own categorization of ‘primary commodities, precious stones and 

non-monetary gold’ (SITC 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 68 + 667 + 971). 
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necessary because of China’s interest in promoting exports across all three dependent variables, 

and because of a high degree of correlation between exports and imports.13 

Identified sources of risk to repayment are corruption and political violence. Corruption 

is measured using the World Bank’s Worldwide Development Indicator for Control of 

Corruption (Kaufmann and Kray, 2017). Political violence is measured using the actotal variable 

from the Institute for Systemic Peace’s Major Episodes of Political Violence dataset (Marshall 

2017). This variable is a summary measure of a variety of types of political violence ranging 

from violent protest to civil war to interstate war, and as such is a strong measure of overall 

violence-related risk to construction and resource extraction operations. As a control for 

corruption and political violence, I also include the 21-point Polity IV score for regime type 

(Marshall, Gurr, and Jaggers 2017). 

 Other controls are the debt-to-GDP ratio (Abbas et al., 2011), GDP per capita (World 

Bank, 2017), and total population (World Bank, 2017). Finally, to track trends over time, I 

include a quadratic time polynomial. The ‘Time’ variable is coded as 1 in the first year of the 

dataset (2000) and increases by 1 for each year thereafter. The ‘Time2’ variable is its square.14  

 There is a likelihood of endogeneity with respect to many variables. For example, Li 

(2016) finds that Chinese financing reduces the democratizing effect of Western policy 

conditionality, implying an endogenous relationship with governance and regime type. To 

                                                      
13 The Pearson correlation coefficient between commodity exports and total imports as used in the sample set is 

0.6472, although most of this is due to a common ‘gravity’ effect of market size on trade in both directions. 

14 The data fits a classic quadratic pattern, increasing sharply in the beginning of the sample but tapering off 

following China’s economic slowdown after 2010. The quadratic specification was found to be a better fit than 

linear or cubic models. 
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account for endogeneity, I include one-year lags of the following variables: oil production, 

commodity exports to China, imports from China, Control of Corruption, regime type, and debt-

to-GDP ratio. That being said, certain aspects of the results should not be taken as purely causal 

in nature. Alesina and Dollar (2000) argue that most UNGA votes are not particularly sensitive, 

and they see UN General Assembly voting alignment as more indicative of long-term diplomatic 

orientation than of direct vote-buying per se. This is consistent with Chinese official documents’ 

emphasis on building ‘partnerships’ (合作关系) over the long term, as well with a high degree of 

stability in UNGA voting patterns over time. Even if individual votes are being bought, a one-

year lag in voting alignment would not capture this.15 For these reasons, I do not lag the measure 

of voting alignment. There is a similar circularity to resource-backed loans. These loans almost 

by definition go to resource exporters, and by contract increase future exports. A one-year lag 

will help us distinguish between preexisting trade patterns and the future ones being generated by 

the contracts themselves, but many recipients have received more than one loan package. (E.g., 

trade figures from 2011 will not reflect the effects of a 2012 loan agreement, but they might 

reflect a previous round of loans from 2009.) Again, it is often best to view these financing 

strategies not in terms of unidirectional causation, but in terms of bidirectional relationship-

building. Such relationships imply clustering within country over time; for this reason, robust 

clustered standard errors are used for all models. 

 Many variables in this analysis are both zero-inflated and right-skewed. Following 

Eichengreen and Irwin (1995), I transform them according to the formula ln(𝑥 + 1) to correct 

for positive skew without losing observations with the value of zero. The log plus one 

                                                      
15 The same applies to UN Security Council membership, which only lasts two years. 
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transformation is applied to all dependent variables except contract revenues not funded by tied 

loans (‘contracts less loans’), which is approximately normally distributed without 

transformation. The log plus one transformation is also applied to oil production, commodity 

exports, imports, and debt-to-GDP. A simple natural logarithm is applied to GDP per capita and 

total population. 

 For each dependent variable, I use two basic model specifications. First is a model 

including all independent variables, with no interactive terms. The second adds interactive terms 

between Control of Corruption and oil production, and between Control of Corruption and 

commodity exports; these two terms allow us to assess the differential impacts of ‘resource 

security’ in the sense of increasing global output versus the more direct sense of promoting 

exports to China. With one exception (explained below), Tobit regressions are always used to 

deal with a high degree of zero-inflation in the data.16 

Tables 2-5 contain the following models: 

Table 2: Construction contract revenues and tied loans 

1) Tobit, construction contract revenues (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2017) 

2) Tobit, loan disbursements (Atkins et al., 2017) 

Table 3: Construction contract revenues and tied loans 

1) OLS, ‘contracts less loans’ (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2017; Atkins et al., 

2017). I construct this measure by simply subtracting loan disbursements from reported 

contract revenues. OLS is used here instead of Tobit because 76 out of 838 observations 

(9.1%) are below zero. This is likely due to temporal discrepancies between the loan and 

contract figures, meaning an excess of loan disbursements over contract revenues in one 

year is likely to be met with a deficit the next year. In this case, it does not make sense to 

skew the sample set by censoring negative stochastic variation while keeping positive. I 

thus use OLS instead of a censored model.17 

                                                      
16 For example, for total loan disbursements, 63.5% of all observations carry a value of zero. 

17 As a practical matter, the use of a Tobit model censored at zero was not found to affect the results. 
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2) Tobit, 
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑛𝑠

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠
 (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2017; Atkins et al., 2017). This 

variable functionally measures the percentage of contract revenues directly backed by 

tied state-owned bank loans on a project basis, with the aforementioned caveat that in 

some years, more loans are reported than contracts, meaning that the dependent variable 

rises above one. Given that the dependent variable mathematically cannot fall below zero, 

a Tobit model is most appropriate. 

Table 4: Tied loans, including resource-backed 

1) Tobit, total tied loan commitments (Atkins et al., 2017). Resource-backed loans are to 

date only available on a commitment basis, meaning they cannot be directly compared 

with the disbursement-denominated contract revenue data. I here include a model of 

commitments to ensure that this difference in methods of accounting does not lead to 

substantive changes in results. 

2) Tobit, ‘cash loans’ (loan commitments not backed by resources; Atkins et al., 2017). This 

is a residual category consisting of all loans not listed as resource-backed. 

3) Tobit, resource-backed loans (Atkins et al., 2017). 

Table 5: Tied loans, including resource-backed18 

1) Tobit, total tied loan commitments (Dreher et al., 2017). The same as Table 4, for a 

different data source. 

2) Tobit, ‘cash loans’ (loan commitments not backed by resources; Dreher et al., 2017). The 

same as Table 4, for a different data source. Included for both low and high resource-

backed loans scenarios. 

3) Tobit, resource-backed loans (Dreher et al., 2017). The same as Table 4, for a different 

data source. Included for both low and high resource-backed loans scenarios.  

                                                      
18 Because of the demands on space from including two different scenarios from one dataset, this table includes 

only interactive models. 
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IV. Results and Analysis 

 

Table 2 mostly, but not entirely, supports the original hypotheses regarding diplomatic interests. 

Both types of financing do indeed avoid countries which recognize Taiwan, and the less 

conditional contract revenues are in fact associated with stronger UN voting alignment. I had 
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predicted that the extra condition imposed by a tied aid contract would be correlated with weaker 

UN voting alignment. The signs on the coefficients do point in this direction, but miss 

conventional thresholds of statistical significance (p-values of .105 in Column 3, and .121 in 

Column 4). This should be considered weak but inconclusive evidence of the predicted negative 

relationship.  

 The picture with respect to risk management and resource interests is more complicated. 

Tied loans behave as expected, on average avoiding corrupt countries but making exceptions for 

countries which export commodities to China. The behavior of contract revenues, on the other 

hand, is at first glance more puzzling. As predicted, they are uncorrelated with corruption, but 

the interactive term between oil production and Control of Corruption is actually negative. This 

pattern could be expected of tied loans, which are designed for use in difficult (and sometimes 

resource-rich) environments, but not of the less conditional contracts. 

 This is because the contract revenues figures in fact include revenues derived from tied 

loans. To see this, we must proceed to Table 3. 
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Columns 1 and 2 of Table 3 model contract revenues which are not funded by tied loans 

(‘contracts less loans’), and they exhibit the predicted null relationship with corruption and null 

interactive terms between corruption and measures of resource interests. These terms take on 
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negative values in Columns 3 and 4, which model the percentage of contracts backed by loans, 

but this is because of the patterns with respect to tied loans observed in Table 2 and not because 

of freelance contractors doing business without an official state loan package. Relative to more 

conditional tied loans and resource-backed loans, freelance contractors have less protection 

against governance risk and less direct connection to Chinese state interests, and they will not 

naturally move to more corrupt markets in the name of resource security. However, the 

abundance of cheap credit in an atmosphere of financial repression in China does give them 

enough of a cushion not to discriminate against more corrupt markets, and these firms are willing 

to do business in the most and least corrupt countries alike. The way in which a tied loan can 

change this calculus comes through clearly in Figure 1. Corruption has virtually no effect on 

contract revenues as a whole, but displays a clear interactive relationship with commodity 

exports for the portion of revenues connected to tied loans: 
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 The results for the diplomatic variables conform to expectations. The dispatch of low-

cost Chinese construction contractors is strongly correlated with better diplomatic ties: a 1 

percentage point increase in UN voting alignment is associated with $5.0 billion USD in 

additional contract revenues per Column 1, or $5.1 billion per Column 2. Clearly, a simple 

business-minded exchange of cash for services can be viewed very favorably by recipient 

countries given the right price and the right underlying demand for infrastructure. The results for 

the Taiwan variable also follow the initial hypotheses. Chinese firms ignore host countries’ 

diplomatic relations with Taiwan (Columns 1-2) unless the firms are working on projects backed 
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by tied loans from state-owned banks (Columns 3-4).19 It may be that Beijing is simply unable to 

completely monitor all of its firms’ activities overseas, but this raises the question of why 

contract revenues from companies which recognize Taiwan are being publicly reported in 

official statistics. Beijing is choosing to let its construction firms do business in countries in 

which it does not have an embassy, and they naturally go wherever opportunities present 

themselves. However, Beijing is not apt to directly extend finance to these countries. This is 

consistent with Beijing’s longstanding policy of not directly assisting countries on the opposite 

side of the cross-Straits diplomatic divide. However, it is also consistent with the literature’s 

established finding that more diplomatically important countries will receive fewer conditions in 

financing packages; cheap construction contracts with no strings attached may be a more 

effective carrot to Taiwan’s diplomatic partners than would be more rigorous direct loan 

packages. Just as the IMF and World Bank drop policy conditions for important allies of the 

United States, China drops content requirements for countries being courted in a decades-old 

diplomatic contest. 

                                                      
19 Cheung et al. (2014) found a negative association between recognition of Taiwan and contract revenues, but this 

is because they did not subtract revenues derived from tied loans from the total. 
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Tables 4 and 5 indicate few meaningful differences in results based on the use of two 

different datasets, and two different sets of assumptions about which loans are resource-backed 

in one of them. The Atkins et al. data yields a positive interactive term between Control of 

Corruption and oil production which is not reproduced using data from Dreher et al.; this should 

be taken as a quirk of one model rather than as a reliable pattern. Otherwise, the two data sources 
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yield remarkably consistent results. As predicted, recognition of Taiwan is anathema to receiving 

any kind of direct credit from China, resource-backed or otherwise. However, the results for 

UNGA voting are inconclusive. There is a mildly negative relationship between overall lending 

and UNGA voting alignment in the Atkins et al. data, but not in the Dreher et al. data. This 

relationship loses statistical significance for ‘cash’ loans (those not backed by resources), and 

completely disappears for resource-backed loans, even reaching positive significance for the high 

resource-backed loan scenario of the Dreher et al. data. This may reflect that resource-backed 

loans can entail a long-term economic partnership, particularly if a large portion of the recipient 

country’s resource wealth is involved, and that this partnership can spill over into the diplomatic 

arena in a way that offsets the high degree of conditionality involved. That being said, a null 

relationship does stand in contrast to the strong positive relationship observed for contracts not 

receiving tied loans; the least conditional type of financing observed is in fact correlated with 

stronger diplomatic relations than the other two. 

 Commercial interests mostly fit the predicted patterns. Oil production is unsurprisingly 

positively correlated with resource-backed loans, but, curiously, is negatively correlated with the 

cash and total figures. This may reflect that when doing business in oil-producing countries, 

Chinese lenders are more likely to opt for resource collateralization than not. The cash and 

resource-backed dependent variables are not independent of one another, and a positive 

correlation in one column may well lead to a negative in the other. Commodity exports to China 

are more consistent with predictions. Commodity exports are moderately positively associated 

with total and cash-based tied loans, but this relationship is not consistent across specifications; 

resource-backed loans are strongly and consistently associated with commodity exports. Perhaps 

the most compelling result comes from the interactive terms between Control of Corruption and 
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commodity exports. As predicted, both cash-based tied loans and their resource-backed 

equivalents target corrupt, resource-rich countries, but to a much greater degree in the case of 

resource-backed loans. This is quite striking, given that resource-backed loans constitute only 

29.1% of all tied loans, and all else equal would be expected to have smaller coefficients. 

 

 The last hypothesis, that political violence will deter resource-backed loans, is supported 

by all of the above models. Notably, political violence does not have any effect on other forms of 

financing, indicating a unique effect on commodity production relative to more traditional forms 

of repayment. Managing risks related to corruption may come at the expense of greater exposure 

to those from instability. 

V. Conclusion 
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This paper has presented preliminary evidence for an extension of the bargaining model 

of conditionality to better suit a world in which an emerging market, China, has become an 

important part of global development finance without using more traditional tools of policy 

conditionality. Perhaps unexpectedly, pure business dealings in the form of construction 

contracts funded by third-party lenders or recipient taxpayer funds can take on a conciliatory and 

diplomatic character, while official Chinese government finance is more rigorous and overtly 

commercially oriented. This finding has its roots in a government which has more serious 

internal challenges than most development financiers, but also a greater degree of state control 

over the tools of finance with which to address them. 

Future research should test these findings for other emerging financiers, such as Brazil 

and India, and for other recipient developing regions. China is the largest emerging market 

financier, and Africa has the world’s greatest development needs, but even these two important 

cases cannot tell a truly global story by themselves. That being said, I hope to have illustrated 

why China uses the strategies that it does, and why its essentially rational mode of thinking may 

not be so totally different from that of the West as is often supposed. 
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